
4. Paper should now look

like this. Turn the paper

over.

Angle Box

1. Use a square, duo paper if

available, inside color facing up.

The model needs a relatively

heavy-weight paper. Fold in half

corner-to-corner, both directions.
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3. Fold the bottom raw edge

so that the corner touches the

intersection, as shown, dot-

to-dot. Crease & unfold.

Rotate CW and repeat until

all four edges are done.

2. Bring the bottom

raw edge to the

middle crease; crease

& unfold. Rotate CW

and repeat until all

four edges are done.

5. Make a new valley fold by

bringing the adjacent mountain

folds together. One side is

shown. Make the new crease

from the other side (hold the

paper up with one hand and reach

to the back with the other hand).

Rotate CW and repeat until all

four edges are done.

8. Bring the sides of the model

up and toward the center, like

the sides of a box. Allow the

the creases to take their natural

shape.

9. For the next three steps,

one side is shown. Begin to

carefully and lightly fold the

two most forward flaps to

the left and down, as shown

10. Continue lightly

bringing the two most

forward flaps down toward

the “top” of the box

11. Both flaps at the front

are now folded around the

side of the box and down flat

on the top of the box. Rotate

CW and repeat steps 9 & 10

until all four sides are flat, as

shown in step 12.

12. The completed Angle

Box. Use fingernails to

sharpen and reinforce the

edges. Made from 6” paper,

it will hold two Ghirardelli

Chocolate Squares.

6. Make a new valley fold by

bringing the adjacent mountain folds

together. One side is shown. Make

the new crease from the other side

(hold the paper up with one hand

and reach to the back with the other

hand). Rotate CW and repeat until

all four edges are done.

7. Model should now

look like this. Turn

the model over.


